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Naturally Tan: A Memoir

Tan France

This program is read by the author.From
one of the stars of Netflix's overnight sensation
Queer Eye, Tan France's memoir Naturally Tan has
his signature wit, style, and tells the origin story of the
one of the few openly gay, South Asian men on
television. In this heartfelt, funny, touching memoir,
Tan France tells his origin story for the first time. With
his trademark wit, humor, and radical compassion,
Tan reveals what it was like to grow up gay in a
traditional South Asian family, as one of the few
people of color in South Yorkshire, England. He
illuminates his winding journey of coming of age,
finding his voice (and style!), and how he finally came
out to his family at the age of 34, revealing that he
was happily married to the love of his life — a
Mormon cowboy from Salt Lake City. In Tan's own
words, “The book is meant to spread joy, personal
acceptance, and most of all understanding. Each of
us is living our own private journey, and the more we
know about each other, the healthier and happier the
world will be.”
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Under Currents

Nora Roberts, January LaVoy

From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author, an audiobook about the power of family to
harm—and to heal.Within the walls of a tasteful,
perfectly kept house in North Carolina’s Blue Ridge
Mountains, young Zane Bigelow feels like a prisoner
of war. Strangers—and even Zane’s own aunt across
the lake—see his parents as a successful surgeon
and his stylish wife, making appearances at their
children’s ballet recitals and baseball games. Zane
and his sister know the truth: There is something
terribly wrong.As his father’s violent, controlling rages
—and his mother’s complicity—become more and
more oppressive, Zane counts the years, months,
days until he can escape. He looks out for little Britt,
warning her Be smart. Be careful. In fear for his very
life, he plays along with the insidious lie that
everything is fine, while scribbling his real thoughts in
a secret journal he must carefully hide away.When
one brutal, shattering night finally reveals cracks in
the façade, Zane begins to understand that some
people are willing to face the truth, even when it
hurts. As he grows into manhood and builds a new
kind of family, he will find that while the darkness of
his past may always shadow him, it will also show
him what is necessary for good to triumph—and give
him strength to draw on when he once again must
stand up and defend himself and the ones he
loves…
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Under Currents

Nora Roberts, January LaVoy

From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author, an audiobook about the power of family to
harm—and to heal.Within the walls of a tasteful,
perfectly kept house in North Carolina’s Blue Ridge
Mountains, young Zane Bigelow feels like a prisoner
of war. Strangers—and even Zane’s own aunt across
the lake—see his parents as a successful surgeon
and his stylish wife, making appearances at their
children’s ballet recitals and baseball games. Zane
and his sister know the truth: There is something
terribly wrong.As his father’s violent, controlling rages
—and his mother’s complicity—become more and
more oppressive, Zane counts the years, months,
days until he can escape. He looks out for little Britt,
warning her Be smart. Be careful. In fear for his very
life, he plays along with the insidious lie that
everything is fine, while scribbling his real thoughts in
a secret journal he must carefully hide away.When
one brutal, shattering night finally reveals cracks in
the façade, Zane begins to understand that some
people are willing to face the truth, even when it
hurts. As he grows into manhood and builds a new
kind of family, he will find that while the darkness of
his past may always shadow him, it will also show
him what is necessary for good to triumph—and give
him strength to draw on when he once again must
stand up and defend himself and the ones he
loves…
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The Bitterroots: A Novel

C J Box, Christina Delaine

A riveting new audiobook from New York
Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author
C. J. Box.Former police officer Cassie Dewell is
trying to start over with her own private investigation
firm. Guilty about not seeing her son and exhausted
by the nights on stakeout, Cassie is nonetheless
managing...until an old friend calls in a favor: she
wants Cassie to help exonerate a man accused of
assaulting a young girl from an influential family.
Against her own better judgment, Cassie agrees. But
out in the Big Sky Country of Montana, twisted family
loyalty runs as deep as the ties to the land, and
there's always something more to the story. As
Cassie attempts to uncover the truth, she must fight
against the ghosts of her own past that threaten to
pull her back under.With The Bitterroots, master
storyteller C. J. Box delivers another audiobook
featuring fan favorite Cassie Dewell from the
Highway Quartet.
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Almost Midnight: A Novel
Mike Bowditch Mysteries #10
Paul Doiron, Henry Leyva

"Narrator Henry Leyva keeps listeners on
the edge of their seats with his delivery of a story
with more murder suspects than Maine has pine
trees...This is an excellent, chilling story and
performance." — AudioFile Magazine on The
Precipice In this thrilling entry in Edgar Award finalist
Paul Doiron's bestselling series, a deadly attack on
one of Maine's last wild wolves leads Game Warden
Mike Bowditch to an even bigger criminal
conspiracy.While on vacation, Warden Investigator
Mike Bowditch receives a strange summons from
Billy Cronk, one of his oldest friends and a man he
had to reluctantly put behind bars for murder. Billy
wants him to investigate a new female prison guard
with a mysterious past, and Mike feels honor-bound
to help his friend. But when the guard becomes the
victim in a brutal attack at the prison, he realizes
there may be a darker cover-up at play—and that
Billy and his family might be at risk.Then Mike
receives a second call for help, this time from a
distant mountain valley where Shadow, a wolf-hybrid
he once cared for, has been found shot by an arrow
and clinging to life. He searches for the identity of the
bowman, but his investigation is blocked at every turn
by the increasingly hostile community. And when
Billy’s wife and children are threatened, Mike finds
himself tested like never before. How can he possibly
keep the family safe when he has enemies of his
own on his trail? Torn between loyalties, Mike
Bowditch must respond in the only way he knows
how: by bending every law and breaking every rule to
keep his loved ones safe and the true predators at
bay.
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The First Mistake

Sandie Jones

From Sandie Jones, author of the Reese
Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick and
USA Today Bestseller, The Other Woman, comes an
addictive new domestic suspense audiobook about a
wife, her husband, and the woman who is
supposedly her best friend.THE WIFE: For Alice, life
has never been better. With her second husband,
she has a successful business, two children, and a
beautiful house.HER HUSBAND: Alice knows that
life could have been different if her first husband had
lived, but Nathan’s arrival into her life gave her back
the happiness she craved.HER BEST FRIEND:
When Alice met Beth, her best friend, it was the icing
on the cake. A friend without judgement, to celebrate
with, commiserate with, Beth is the most trustworthy
and loyal person that Alice knows. So when Nathan
starts disappearing for stretches of time, Alice turns
to Beth. But soon, she begins to wonder whether her
trust has been misplaced…Praise for The Other
Woman:"One of the most twisted and entertaining
plots."—Reese Witherspoon"A perfect beach
read."—Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times
bestselling author"Whiplash-inducing."—New York
Times Book Review"Such fun you'll cheer [Emily's]
chutzpah."—PEOPLE"This thriller will hit close to
home."—Refinery29
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Bark of Night
An Andy Carpenter Novel #19
David Rosenfelt, Grover Gardner

The next audiobook in David Rosenfelt’s
witty, heartfelt mystery series featuring lawyer Andy
Carpenter and his faithful golden retriever, Tara.
When defense lawyer Andy Carpenter’s veterinarian
asks to speak to him privately at the checkup of his
golden retriever, Tara, the last thing Andy expects is
Truman. Tiny, healthy, French bulldog Truman was
dropped off days ago with instructions to be
euthanized by a man everyone thought was his
owner. But now the owner is nowhere to be found.
Andy is furious. Who would want to euthanize a
perfectly healthy dog with no explanation? He is
willing to whisk Truman away to the Tara Foundation,
the dog-rescue organization which is Andy’s true
passion. They will find a home for Truman. But that’s
not all the vet tells Andy. Thanks to Truman’s chip,
it’s discovered that the man wasn’t Truman’s owner
at all . . . Truman's real owner was murdered.It’s now
up to Andy – with help from his loyal sidekick Tara,
Truman and the rest of the gang – to solve this case.
In the latest in the popular Andy Carpenter mystery
series, David Rosenfelt’s charmingly clever wit and
love of dogs are back and better than ever. Praise for
Grover Gardner as Andy Carpenter:"Grover
Gardner's narration of Rosenfelt's whodunits is what
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Bitcoin Billionaires: A True Story of Genius,
Betrayal, and Redemption

Ben Mezrich, Will Damron

From Ben Mezrich, the New York Times
bestselling author of The Accidental Billionaires and
Bringing Down the House, comes Bitcoin Billionaires-
-the fascinating story of brothers Tyler and Cameron
Winklevoss's big bet on crypto-currency and its
dazzling pay-off.Ben Mezrich's 2009 bestseller The
Accidental Billionaires is the definitive account of
Facebook's founding and the basis for the Academy
Award–winning film The Social Network. Two of the
story's iconic characters are Harvard students Tyler
and Cameron Winklevoss: identical twins, Olympic
rowers, and foils to Mark Zuckerberg. Bitcoin
Billionaires is the story of the brothers’ redemption
and revenge in the wake of their epic legal battle with
Facebook. Planning to start careers as venture
capitalists, the brothers quickly discover that no one
will take their money after their fight with Zuckerberg.
While nursing their wounds in Ibiza, they accidentally
run into an eccentric character who tells them about
a brand-new idea: cryptocurrency. Immersing
themselves in what is then an obscure and
sometimes sinister world, they begin to realize
“crypto” is, in their own words, "either the next big
thing or total bulls--t." There’s nothing left to do but
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The Guest Book: A Novel

Sarah Blake, Orlagh Cassidy

“Sarah Blake is such a beautiful writer she
can make any world shimmer." — Paula McLain,
New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Wife
and Love and RuinAn audiobook about past
mistakes and betrayals that ripple throughout
generations, The Guest Book examines not just a
privileged American family, but a privileged America.
It is a literary triumph.The Guest Book follows three
generations of a powerful American family, a family
that “used to run the world.”And when the audiobook
begins in 1935, they still do. Kitty and Ogden Milton
appear to have everything—perfect children, good
looks, a love everyone envies. But after a tragedy
befalls them, Ogden tries to bring Kitty back to life by
purchasing an island in Maine. That island, and its
house, come to define and burnish the Milton family,
year after year after year. And it is there that Kitty
issues a refusal that will haunt her till the day she
dies.In 1959 a young Jewish man, Len Levy, will get
a job in Ogden’s bank and earn the admiration of
Ogden and one of his daughters, but the scorn of
everyone else. Len’s best friend, Reg Pauling, has
always been the only black man in the room—at
Harvard, at work, and finally at the Miltons’ island in
Maine.An island that, at the dawn of the twenty-first
century, this last generation doesn’t have the money
to keep. When Kitty’s granddaughter hears that she
and her cousins might be forced to sell it, and when
her husband brings back disturbing evidence about
her grandfather’s past, she realizes she is on the
verge of finally understanding the silences that
seemed to hover just below the surface of her family
all her life.An ambitious story that weaves the
American past with its present, Sarah Blake's The
Guest Book looks at the racism and power that has
been systemically embedded in the U.S. for
generations.More praise for The Guest Book:"Sarah
Blake has managed the extraordinary feat of writing
both an intimate family saga and an ambitious
excavation of the subterranean currents of race,
class, and power that have shaped America. This is
a vivid, transporting novel, written by a master
conjurer of time and place.” — Jessica Shattuck, New
York Times bestselling author of The Women in the
Castle
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Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Sting of the Wasp
Tom Clancy's Op-Center #18
Jeff Rovin, Tom Clancy, Steve Pieczenik

After an intelligence failure at Op-Center
results in a major terrorist attack, director Chase
Williams radically transforms the agency into a
ground-breaking new mobile strike force. It’s a
beautiful day in Manhattan as excited tourists board
the floating Air and Space Museum on the USS
Intrepid—until a horrible explosion rips across the
flight deck, showering the body parts of innocent
people everywhere. The perpetrator is none other
than Captain Ahmed Salehi, an Iranian mastermind
whose last terrorism plot was foiled at the last minute
by Op-Center. Back in Washington, the White House
orders Op-Center disbanded—or so it seems.
Unbeknownst to America’s enemies, director Chase
Williams has been put in charge of a brand-new, top-
secret covert attack team known only as BLACK
WASP. Its members, each chosen for their unique
set of specialized black-ops skills—martial arts
expert Lieutenant Grace Lee, sharpshooter Lance
Corporal Jaz Rivette, and JAG attorney and
criminologist Major Hamilton Breen—have been
assigned to seek out Salehi and finally bring him to
justice. But Salehi is part of an even more frightening
conspiracy, led by a renegade Iranian tycoon
determined to establish a new Islamic State that will
dwarf the horrors of ISIS. From the heart of
Manhattan, to the swamps of Trinidad, to the
sunbaked mud villages of Yemen, this new Op-
Center is America’s only line of defense against a
bloody Middle Eastern tyrant.
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A Nearly Normal Family: A Novel

M T Edvardsson, Rachel Willson-Broyles, Emily
Watson

"...deceptive and riveting novel. A Nearly
Normal Family will make you question everything you
know about those closest to you.” — Karin Slaughter,
internationally bestselling authorM.T. Edvardsson’s A
Nearly Normal Family is a gripping psychological
thriller that forces the listener to consider: how far
would you go to protect the ones you love? In this
twisted narrative of love and murder, a horrific crime
makes a seemingly normal family question
everything they thought they knew about their life—
and each other.Seventeen-year-old Stella stands
accused of the brutal murder of a man almost fifteen
years her senior. She is an ordinary teenager from
an upstanding local family. What reason could she
have to know a shady businessman, let alone to kill
him?Stella’s father, a pastor, and mother, a criminal
defense attorney, find their moral compasses tested
as they defend their daughter, while struggling to
understand why she is a suspect. Told in an unusual
three-part structure, A Nearly Normal Family asks the
questions: How well do you know your own children?
How far would you go to protect them?
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William & Harry: The Windsor Brothers

Danny Danziger

This program is read by the author.In this
insightful biography, Sunday Times columnist Danny
Danziger brings to life the special bond between the world’s
two most famous siblings—Their Royal Highnesses William
and Harry.The royal princes William and Harry come from a
family where fraternal relationships have often been hostile
—at best. King John paid money to have his older brother
Richard the Lionheart unlawfully imprisoned. Richard II
murdered Henry IV. King George VI permanently cut off
communication with his brother, the Duke of Windsor, after
he insisted on marrying divorcee Mrs. Simpson. Prince
Charles is currently on frosty terms with his younger
brothers, Andrew and Edward. So, historically and
genetically it is extraordinary that these two brothers, just
two years and two months apart, and temperamentally so
dissimilar, should love each other with such depth.Since
birth, William and Harry have been in lockstep, drawn
together by their birthright and the unique and tragic
circumstances of their childhood. They are, however, not
just the living legacy of their beautiful, troubled mother,
Princess Diana, nor, by dint of birth, simply successors to a
long-lasting dynasty. They are strong individuals in their own
right and have made the British royals once again an object
of universal fascination. William & Harry focuses on this
intriguing fraternal relationship—the older brother, happily
married and father of three, who is destined to be king, and
the irrepressible younger brother who, not long ago, was a
carefree bachelor with a penchant for hijinks, and is now
married to Meghan Markle, a woman who defies royal
expectations.
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The Daughters of Temperance Hobbs : A Novel

Katherine Howe, Barrie Kreinik

New York Times bestselling author Katherine
Howe returns to the world of The Physick Book of
Deliverance Dane with a bewitching story of a New England
history professor who must race against time to free her
family from a curse.Connie Goodwin is an expert on
America’s fractured past with witchcraft. A young, tenure-
track professor in Boston, she’s earned career success by
studying the history of magic in colonial America—especially
women’s home recipes and medicines—and by exposing
society's threats against women fluent in those skills. But
beyond her studies, Connie harbors a secret: She is the
direct descendant of a woman tried as a witch in Salem, an
ancestor whose abilities were far more magical than the
historical record shows.When a hint from her mother and
clues from her research lead Connie to the shocking
realization that her partner’s life is in danger, she must race
to solve the mystery behind a hundreds’-years-long deadly
curse.Flashing back through American history to the lives of
certain supernaturally gifted women, The Daughters of
Temperance Hobbs affectingly reveals not only the special
bond that unites one particular matriarchal line, but also
explores the many challenges to women’s survival across
the decades—and the risks some women are forced to take
to protect what they love most.
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The British Are Coming: The War for America,
Lexington to Princeton, 1775-1777
The Revolution Trilogy #1
Rick Atkinson, George Newbern

From the bestselling author of the
Liberation Trilogy comes the extraordinary first
volume of his new trilogy about the American
Revolution.Rick Atkinson, author of the Pulitzer
Prize-winning An Army at Dawn and two other
superb books about World War II, has long been
admired for his deeply researched, stunningly vivid
narrative histories. Now he turns his attention to a
new war, and in the initial volume of the Revolution
Trilogy he recounts the first twenty-one months of
America’s violent war for independence. From the
battles at Lexington and Concord in spring 1775 to
those at Trenton and Princeton in winter 1777,
American militiamen and then the ragged
Continental Army take on the world’s most
formidable fighting force. It is a gripping saga alive
with astonishing characters: Henry Knox, the former
bookseller with an uncanny understanding of
artillery; Nathanael Greene, the blue-eyed bumpkin
who becomes a brilliant battle captain; Benjamin
Franklin, the self-made man who proves to be the
wiliest of diplomats; George Washington, the
commander in chief who learns the difficult art of
leadership when the war seems all but lost. The story
is also told from the British perspective, making the
mortal conflict between the redcoats and the rebels
all the more compelling.Full of riveting details and
untold stories, The British Are Coming is a tale of
heroes and knaves, of sacrifice and blunder, of
redemption and profound suffering. Rick Atkinson
has given stirring new life to the first act of our
country’s creation drama.
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The Electric Hotel: A Novel

Dominic Smith, Edoardo Ballerini

From the New York Times bestselling
author Dominic Smith, a radiant audiobook tracing
the intertwined fates of a silent-film director and his
muse.Dominic Smith’s The Electric Hotel winds
through the nascent days of cinema in Paris and Fort
Lee, New Jersey—America’s first movie town—and
on the battlefields of Belgium during World War I. A
sweeping work of historical fiction, it shimmers
between past and present as it tells the story of the
rise and fall of a prodigious film studio and one
man’s doomed obsession with all that passes in front
of the viewfinder.For nearly half a century, Claude
Ballard has been living at the Hollywood
Knickerbocker Hotel. A French pioneer of silent films,
who started out as a concession agent for the
Lumière brothers, the inventors of cinema, Claude
now spends his days foraging mushrooms in the hills
of Los Angeles and taking photographs of runaways
and the striplings along Sunset Boulevard. But when
a film-history student comes to interview Claude
about The Electric Hotel—the lost masterpiece that
bankrupted him and ended the career of his muse,
Sabine Montrose—the past comes surging back. In
his run-down hotel suite, the ravages of the past are
waiting to be excavated: celluloid fragments and
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Things You Save in a Fire

Katherine Center, Therese Plummer

“...a sharp and witty exploration of love and
forgiveness that is at once insightful, entertaining,
and thoroughly addictive.” - Kirkus, starred
reviewFrom the New York Times bestselling author
of How to Walk Away comes a stunning new
audiobook about courage, hope, and learning to love
against all odds.Cassie Hanwell was born for
emergencies. As one of the only female firefighters in
her Texas firehouse, she's seen her fair share of
them, and she's a total pro at other people's
tragedies. But when her estranged and ailing mother
asks her to give up her whole life and move to
Boston, Cassie suddenly has an emergency of her
own.The tough, old-school Boston firehouse is as
different from Cassie's old job as it could possibly be.
Hazing, a lack of funding, and poor facilities mean
that the firemen aren't exactly thrilled to have a "lady"
on the crew—even one as competent and smart as
Cassie. Except for the infatuation-inspiring rookie,
who doesn't seem to mind having Cassie around. But
she can't think about that. Because love is girly, and
it’s not her thing. And don’t forget the advice her old
captain gave her: Never date firefighters. Cassie can
feel her resolve slipping...and it means risking it all—
the only job she’s ever loved, and the hero she’s
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The Night Before: A Novel

Wendy Walker, Gabra Zackman, Saskia Maarleveld

Riveting and compulsive, national
bestselling author Wendy Walker’s The Night Before
“takes you to deep, dark places few thrillers dare to
go” as two sisters uncover long-buried secrets when
an internet date spirals out of control. Laura Lochner
has never been lucky in love. She falls too hard and
too fast, always choosing the wrong men.
Devastated by the end of her last relationship, she
fled her Wall Street job and New York City apartment
for her sister’s home in the Connecticut suburb where
they both grew up. Though still haunted by the
tragedy that’s defined her entire life, Laura is
determined to take one more chance on love with a
man she’s met on an Internet dating site.Rosie Ferro
has spent most of her life worrying about her troubled
sister. Fearless but fragile, Laura has always walked
an emotional tightrope, and Rosie has always been
there to catch her. Laura’s return, under mysterious
circumstances, has cast a shadow over Rosie’s
peaceful life with her husband and young son – a
shadow that grows darker as Laura leaves the house
for her blind date. When Laura does not return home
the following morning, Rosie fears the worst. She’s
not responding to calls or texts, and she’s left no
information about the man she planned to meet. As
Rosie begins a desperate search to find her sister,
she is not just worried about what this man might
have done to Laura. She’s worried about what Laura
may have done to him… Praise for The Night
Before:"Wendy Walker proves her ingenuity with her
latest hair-raising chiller. Teeming with taut writing,
an abundance of jaw-dropping revelations, and
Walker's uncanny insight into the dark side of human
nature, The Night Before is irresistible." - Mary
Kubica, bestselling author of The Good Girl"Pulse-
pounding action makes you race to the finish of this
addictive thriller...The writing sings, and the twists
deliver." - Liv Constantine, bestselling author of The
Last Mrs. Parrish
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Sunset Beach: A Novel

Mary Kay Andrews, Kathleen McInerney

Pull up a lounge chair and have a cocktail
at Sunset Beach – it comes with a twist.Drue
Campbell’s life is adrift. Out of a job and down on her
luck, life doesn’t seem to be getting any better when
her estranged father, Brice Campbell, a flamboyant
personal injury attorney, shows up at her mother’s
funeral after a twenty-year absence. Worse, he’s
remarried – to Drue’s eighth grade frenemy, Wendy,
now his office manager. And they’re offering her a
job. It seems like the job from hell, but the offer is
sweetened by the news of her inheritance – her
grandparents’ beach bungalow in the sleepy town of
Sunset Beach, a charming but storm-damaged
eyesore now surrounded by waterfront McMansions.
With no other prospects, Drue begrudgingly joins the
firm, spending her days screening out the grifters
whose phone calls flood the law office. Working with
Wendy is no picnic either. But when a suspicious
death at an exclusive beach resort nearby exposes
possible corruption at her father’s firm, she goes from
unwilling cubicle rat to unwitting investigator, and is
drawn into a case that may – or may not – involve
her father. With an office romance building, a
decades-old missing persons case re-opened, and a
cottage in rehab, one thing is for sure at Sunset
Beach: there’s a storm on the horizon. Sunset Beach
is a compelling ride, full of Mary Kay Andrews'
signature wit, heart, and charm.
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Montauk: A Novel

Nicola Harrison

An epic and cinematic debut from Nicola
Harrison, Montauk captures the glamour and
extravagance of a summer by the sea with the story
of a woman torn between the life she chose and the
life she desires.Montauk, Long Island, 1938. For
three months, this humble fishing village will serve as
the playground for New York City’s wealthy elite.
Beatrice Bordeaux was looking forward to a summer
of reigniting the passion between her and her
husband, Harry. Instead, tasked with furthering his
investment interest in Montauk as a resort
destination, she learns she’ll be spending twelve
weeks sequestered with the high society wives at The
Montauk Manor—a two-hundred room seaside hotel
—while Harry pursues other interests in the city.
College educated, but raised a modest country girl in
Pennsylvania, Bea has never felt fully comfortable
among these privileged women, whose days are
devoted not to their children but to leisure activities
and charities that seemingly benefit no one but
themselves. She longs to be a mother herself, as
well as a loving wife, but after five years of marriage
she remains childless while Harry is increasingly
remote and distracted. Despite lavish parties at the
Manor and the Yacht Club, Bea is lost and lonely
and befriends the manor’s laundress whose work
ethic and family life stir memories of who she once
was. As she drifts further from the society women and
their preoccupations and closer toward Montauk’s
natural beauty and community spirit, Bea finds
herself drawn to a man nothing like her husband –
stoic, plain spoken and enigmatic. Inspiring a
strength and courage she had almost forgotten, his
presence forces her to face a haunting tragedy of her
past and question her future. Desperate to embrace
moments of happiness, no matter how fleeting, she
soon discovers that such moments may be all she
has, when fates conspire to tear her world apart…

Macmillan Audio
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The Russian: A Novel

Ben Coes

As the brutal Russian mafia becomes the
most powerful and deadly criminal enterprise in the
country, the U.S. has a new hero, Rob Tacoma, in
New York Times bestseller Ben Coes’s new
series.After the break-up of the Soviet Union, some of
the most hardened and capable criminals came to
the United States. Over the past two decades, they
have created a vicious and fearless underworld,
breathtaking in its violence, disturbing in its efficiency,
and destructive to society at large. With conventional
law enforcement methods unable to stem the tide, the
President issues top secret Executive Order 12-4b3
creating a small, deadly team to take on this fight
behind the scenes—a kill team.The head of the CIA’s
Special Operations Group, Bo Coll, is picked to head
this group and he, in turn, asks Rob Tacoma to be
his deputy. Rob Tacoma—former Navy SEAL and
former CIA agent—has a special reason to agree.
Tacoma was raised by his grandparents after his own
parents were killed by the Russian mafia. But before
Tacoma can even start, Bo Coll is found murdered in
his own home, as a warning from the Russian mafia
itself. Now Tacoma is in charge of the team and they
have their first mission, to achieve the near
impossible: find and neutralize the mob boss behind
Bo Coll’s death. To do so means taking on practically
an army in a battle where there are no rules and no
limits. Branching off from his bestselling Dewey
Andreas titles, this is the first in a brand new series
from thriller writer Ben Coes.
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The Kennedy Heirs: John, Caroline, and the New
Generation - A Legacy of Triumph and Tragedy

J Randy Taraborrelli, Robert Petkoff

From New York Times best-selling
Kennedy historian J. Randy Taraborrelli comes his
most astonishing Kennedy audiobook yet.A unique
burden was inherited by the children born to the
original Kennedy icons: JFK and Jackie; Bobby and
Ethel; Ted and Joan; and the rest. Raised against a
backdrop of American history, their mandate was to
be of service, just like their ancestors. Based on
exclusive first-hand interviews, as well as oral
histories from the JFK Presidential Library and the
Ted Kennedy Institute, Taraborrelli takes his listeners
behind the scenes of a sweeping and epic family
drama as these Kennedy heirs succeed and fail in
ways both triumphant and heartbreaking.These are
the Kennedy stories you’ve never heard before.
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The Escape Room: A Novel

Megan Goldin

Megan Goldin's THE ESCAPE ROOM is a
hair-raising audiobook of deception and revenge that
will blow listeners away. "Welcome to the escape
room. Your goal is simple. Get out alive."In the
lucrative world of Wall Street finance, Vincent, Jules,
Sylvie and Sam are the ultimate high-flyers.
Ruthlessly ambitious, they make billion-dollar deals
and live lives of outrageous luxury. Getting rich is all
that matters, and they'll do anything to get
ahead.When the four of them are ordered to
participate in a corporate team-building exercise that
requires them to escape from a locked elevator,
things start to go horribly wrong. They have to put
aside their fierce office rivalries and work together to
solve the clues that will release them. But in the
confines of the elevator, the dark secrets of their
team are laid bare. They are made to answer for
profiting from a workplace where deception and
intimidation thrive.Tempers fray and the escape
room’s clues turn more and more ominous, leaving
the four of them dangling on the precipice of disaster.
If they want to survive, they’ll have to solve one final
puzzle: which one of them is a killer? Praise for The
Escape Room: "High wire tension from the first
moment to the last. Four ruthless people locked in a
deadly game where victory means survival. Gripping
and unforgettable!" — Harlan Coben"Amazing...a
thriller set in an elevator [that explores] the vast
territory of people's worst natures. A nightmarish
look inside ourselves. Simply riveting." — Louise
Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author
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Body, Mind & Spirit
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

The Emotion Code: How to Release Your Trapped
Emotions for Abundant Health, Love, and Happiness
(Updated and Expanded Edition)

Dr Bradley Nelson, Tony Robbins, Bradley Nelson

In this newly revised and expanded edition
of The Emotion Code, renowned holistic physician
and lecturer Dr. Bradley Nelson skillfully lays bare the
inner workings of the subconscious mind. He reveals
how emotionally-charged events from your past can
still be haunting you in the form of "trapped
emotions"—emotional energies that literally inhabit
your body. These trapped emotions can fester in your
life and body, creating pain, malfunction, and
eventual disease. They can also extract a heavy
mental and emotional toll on you, impacting how you
think, the choices that you make, and the level of
success and abundance you are able to achieve.
Perhaps most damaging of all, trapped emotional
energies can gather around your heart, cutting off
your ability to give and receive love. The Emotion
Code is a powerful and simple way to rid yourself of
this unseen baggage. Dr. Nelson’s method gives you
the tools to identify and release the trapped emotions
in your life, eliminating your “emotional baggage,”
and opening your heart and body to the positive
energies of the world. Filled with real-world examples
from many years of clinical practice, The Emotion
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Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered : The Definitive
How-To Guide

Karen Kilgariff, Georgia Hardstark

This program is read by the authors.The
highly anticipated first book by Karen Kilgariff and
Georgia Hardstark, the voices behind the #1 hit
podcast My Favorite Murder!Sharing never-before-
heard stories ranging from their struggles with
depression, eating disorders, and addiction, Karen
and Georgia irreverently recount their biggest
mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the
formative life events that shaped them into two of the
most followed voices in the nation.In Stay Sexy &
Don’t Get Murdered, Karen and Georgia focus on the
importance of self-advocating and valuing personal
safety over being "nice" or "helpful." They delve into
their own pasts, true crime stories, and beyond to
discuss meaningful cultural and societal issues with
fierce empathy and unapologetic frankness.“My
Favorite Murder started as a way for Karen Kilgariff
and Georgia Hardstark to work through their fears.
Now it’s a worldwide community…. Even its darkest
moments are lightened by Karen and Georgia's
effortlessly funny banter and genuine empathy.” —
RollingStone.com
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Nottingham

Nathan Makaryk, Marisa Calin, Raphael Corkhill

Both a gripping historical epic and fascinating
deconstruction of the Robin Hood legend, Nathan Makaryk’s
Nottingham mixes history and myth into a complex study of
power—one that twists and turns far beyond the traditional
tale of Sherwood Forest’s iconic thief.No king. No
rules.England, 1191. King Richard is half a world away,
fighting for God and his own ambition. Back home, his
country languishes, bankrupt and on the verge of anarchy.
People with power are running unchecked. People without
are growing angry. And in Nottingham, one of the largest
shires in England, the sheriff seems intent on doing nothing
about it. As the leaves turn gold in the Sherwood Forest, the
lives of six people—Arable, a servant girl with a secret,
Robin and William, soldiers running from their pasts, Marion,
a noblewoman working for change, Guy of Gisbourne,
Nottingham’s beleaguered guard captain, and Elena
Gamwell, a brash, ambitious thief—become intertwined.And
a strange story begins to spread . . .
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The Whisper Man

Alex North

In this psychological thriller, Alex North
weaves a multi-generational tale of suspense, as a
father and son are caught in the crosshairs of an
investigation to catch a serial killer preying on a
small town.After the sudden death of his wife, Tom
Kennedy believes a fresh start will help him and his
young son Jake heal. A new beginning, a new
house, a new town. Featherbank.But the town has a
dark past. Twenty years ago, a serial killer abducted
and murdered five residents. Until Frank Carter was
finally caught, he was nicknamed "The Whisper
Man," for he would lure his victims out by whispering
at their windows at night.Just as Tom and Jake settle
into their new home, a young boy vanishes. His
disappearance bears an unnerving resemblance to
Frank Carter's crimes, reigniting old rumors that he
preyed with an accomplice. Now, detectives Amanda
Beck and Pete Willis must find the boy before it is too
late, even if that means Pete has to revisit his great
foe in prison: The Whisper Man.And then Jake
begins acting strangely. He hears a whispering at his
window...
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Exile
The Marc Dane #2
James Swallow, Colin Mace

Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA
prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai, from
stormbeaten oil rigs off the African coast to the
ancient caverns beneath the city of Naples, Marc
Dane returns in Exile, the explosive thriller from
James Swallow, the internationally bestselling author
of Nomad.A vicious Serbian gang whose profits
come from fake nuclear weapons. A disgraced
Russian general, with access to the real thing.A
vengeful Somali warlord, with a cause for which he'd
let the world burn.A jaded government agency,
without the information to stop him.Only one man
sees what's coming. And even he might not be able
to prevent it . . .
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The Hive
The Second Formic War #2
Orson Scott Card, Aaron Johnston, Arthur Morey

New York Times bestselling authors Orson
Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to the
prequels to Ender's Game following The Swarm with
The Hive, the second audiobook in the Second
Formic War.Card and Johnston continue the fast-
paced hard science fiction history of the Formic Wars
—the alien invasions of Earth’s Solar System that
ultimately led to Ender Wiggin’s total victory in
Ender's Game. A coalition of Earth’s nations barely
fought off the Formics’ first scout ship. Now it’s clear
that there’s a mother-ship out on edge of the system,
and the aliens are prepared to take Earth by force.
Can Earth’s warring nations and corporations put
aside their differences and mount an effective
defense?Ender's Game is one of the most popular
and bestselling science fiction titles of all time. The
Formic War series (The First Formic War and The
Second Formic War) are the prequels to Ender’s
story.THE ENDER UNIVERSE:Ender seriesEnder’s
Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children
of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the
FleetEnder’s Shadow seriesEnder’s Shadow /
Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets /
Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in FlightThe First
Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)Earth Unaware /
Earth Afire / Earth AwakensThe Second Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston)The Swarm / The HiveEnder
novellasA War of Gifts / First Meetings
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Mr. Know-It-All: The Tarnished Wisdom of a Filth Elder

John Waters

No one knows more about everything—especially
everything rude, clever, and offensively compelling—than
John Waters. The man in the pencil-thin mustache, auteur
of the transgressive movie classics Pink Flamingos,
Polyester, the original Hairspray, Cry-Baby, and A Dirty
Shame, is one of the world’s great sophisticates, and in Mr.
Know-It-All he serves it up raw: how to fail upward in
Hollywood; how to develop musical taste from Nervous
Norvus to Maria Callas; how to build a home so ugly and
trendy that no one but you would dare live in it; more
important, how to tell someone you love them without
emotional risk; and yes, how to cheat death itself. Through
it all, Waters swears by one undeniable truth: “Whatever
you might have heard, there is absolutely no downside to
being famous. None at all.”Studded with cameos of Waters’s
stars, from Divine and Mink Stole to Johnny Depp, Kathleen
Turner, Patricia Hearst, and Tracey Ullman, Mr. Know-It-All
is Waters’s most hypnotic, upsetting, revelatory audiobook
yet —another instant Waters classic.Praise for John
Waters:“Waters doesn’t kowtow to the received wisdom, he
flips it the bird . . . [Waters] has the ability to show humanity
at its most ridiculous and make that funny rather than
repellent.” —Jonathan Yardley, The Washington
Post“Carsick becomes a portrait not just of America’s
desolate freeway nodes—though they’re brilliantly evoked—
but of American fame itself.” —Lawrence Osborne, The New
York Times Book Review
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Connections in Death: An Eve Dallas Novel (In Death,
Book 48)
In Death #48
J D Robb

In this gritty and gripping new audiobook in the #1
New York Times bestselling series, Eve Dallas fights to
save the innocent—and serve justice to the guilty—on the
streets of New York.Homicide cop Eve Dallas and her
billionaire husband, Roarke, are building a brand-new
school and youth shelter. They know that the hard life can
lead kids toward dangerous crossroads—and with this new
project, they hope to nudge a few more of them onto the
right path. For expert help, they hire child psychologist Dr.
Rochelle Pickering—whose own brother pulled himself out
of a spiral of addiction and crime with Rochelle’s support.
Lyle is living with Rochelle while he gets his life together,
and he’s thrilled to hear about his sister’s new job offer. But
within hours, triumph is followed by tragedy. Returning from
a celebratory dinner with her boyfriend, she finds Lyle dead
with a syringe in his lap, and Eve’s investigation confirms
that this wasn’t just another OD. After all his work to get
clean, Lyle’s been pumped full of poison—and a neighbor
with a peephole reports seeing a scruffy, pink-haired girl
fleeing the scene.Now Eve and Roarke must venture into
the gang territory where Lyle used to run, and the ugly
underground world of tattoo parlors and strip joints where
everyone has taken a wrong turn somewhere. They both
believe in giving people a second chance. Maybe even a
third or fourth. But as far as they’re concerned, whoever
gave the order on Lyle Pickering’s murder has run out of
chances… *To solve the audio puzzle within this program,
visit macmillanaudio.com/connections
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The Long Accomplishment: A Memoir of Struggle
and Hope in Matrimony

Rick Moody

This program is read by the author.Rick
Moody, the award-winning author of The Ice Storm,
shares the harrowing true story of the first year of his
second marriage—an eventful month-by-month
account—in The Long Accomplishment: A Memoir of
Struggle and Hope in Matrimony.At this story’s start,
Moody, a recovering alcoholic and sexual compulsive
with a history of depression, is also the divorced
father of a beloved little girl and a man in love; his
answer to the question “Would you like to be in a
committed relationship?” is, fully and for the first time
in his life, “Yes.” And so his second marriage begins
as he emerges, humbly and with tender hopes, from
the wreckage of his past, only to be battered by a
stormy sea of external troubles—miscarriages, the
deaths of friends, and robberies, just for starters. As
Moody has put it, "this is a story in which a lot of bad
luck is the daily fare of the protagonists, but in which
they are also in love.” To Moody’s astonishment,
matrimony turns out to be the site of strength in hard
times, a vessel infinitely tougher and more durable
than any boat these two participants would have
traveled by alone. Love buoys the couple, lifting them
above their hardships, and the listener is buoyed
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This Land Is Our Land : An Immigrant's Manifesto

Suketu Mehta, Vikas Adam

A timely argument for why the United States and
the West would benefit from accepting more
immigrants.There are few subjects in American life that
prompt more discussion and controversy than immigration.
But do we really understand it? In This Land Is Our Land,
the renowned author Suketu Mehta attacks the issue head-
on. Drawing on his own experience as an Indian-born
teenager growing up in New York City and on years of
reporting around the world, Mehta subjects the worldwide
anti-immigrant backlash to withering scrutiny. As he
explains, the West is being destroyed not by immigrants but
by the fear of immigrants. Mehta juxtaposes the phony
narratives of populist ideologues with the ordinary heroism
of laborers, nannies, and others, from Dubai to Queens,
and explains why more people are on the move today than
ever before. As civil strife and climate change reshape large
parts of the planet, it is little surprise that borders have
become so porous. But Mehta also stresses the destructive
legacies of colonialism and global inequality on large swaths
of the world: When today’s immigrants are asked, “Why are
you here?” they can justly respond, “We are here because
you were there.” And now that they are here, as Mehta
demonstrates, immigrants bring great benefits, enabling
countries and communities to flourish. Impassioned,
rigorous, and richly stocked with memorable stories and
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Dragonslayer
The Dragonslayer #1
Duncan M Hamilton, Simon Vance

BuzzFeed Greatest Fantasy Book of the
Year authorIn his magnificent, heroic, adventure
fantasy, Dragonslayer, Duncan M. Hamilton debuts
the first audiobook in a fast-moving trilogy: a
dangerous tale of lost magics, unlikely heroes, and
reawakened dragons.Once a member of the King's
personal guard, Guillot dal Villevauvais spends most
days drinking and mourning his wife and child. He’s
astonished—and wary—when the Prince Bishop
orders him to find and destroy a dragon. He and the
Prince Bishop have never exactly been friends and
Gill left the capital in disgrace five years ago. So why
him? And, more importantly, how is there a dragon to
fight when the beasts were hunted to extinction
centuries ago by the ancient Chevaliers of the Silver
Circle?On the way to the capitol city, Gill rescues
Solène, a young barmaid, who is about to be burned
as a witch. He believes her innocent…but she soon
proves that she has plenty of raw, untrained power, a
problem in this land, where magic is forbidden. Yet
the Prince Bishop believes magic will be the key to
both destroying the dragon and replacing the young,
untried King he pretends to serve with a more pliable
figurehead. Between Gill’s rusty swordsmanship and
Solene’s unstable magic, what could go wrong?The
Dragonslayer Trilogy:1. Dragonslayer2. Knight of the
Silver Circle
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Dark Site: A Sam Dryden Novel
A Sam Dryden Novel #3
Patrick Lee, Gary Galonek

From Patrick Lee, author of Runner, Sam Dryden
comes under attack from unknown forces as an
unremembered episode from his past threatens more than
just his life.On an otherwise normal morning, former Special
Forces operative Sam Dryden is the target of an
unsuccessful attempted abduction. Using his attacker's
cellphone, he learns that another person, a woman named
Danica Ellis, is also being targeted. Dryden arrives just in
time to save Danica from the assault team sent after her.
But neither of them recognize the other, or have any idea
why they are being targeted. The only clue is a heavily
redacted, official-looking document given to Danica by her
stepfather before he was killed. Dryden immediately
recognizes it as a "scrub file." A scrub file is a record of
what a subject knew before their memories were chemically
destroyed. The redacted document refers to witnesses to a
secret military site in Ashland, Iowa in 1989. Both Dryden
and Danica Ellis lived in Ashland in 1989, when they were
both twelve years old, though neither of them has any
memory of the other. Switching back and forth between the
present day, when Dryden and Danica try to elude the
forces that are after them, and the past in Ashland, Iowa,
when both were twelve, making a discovery that forever
changed their lives, this latest Sam Dryden audiobook
proves yet again that Patrick Lee is one of the most
original, compelling thriller writers today.
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Grace Will Lead Us Home : The Charleston Church
Massacre and the Hard, Inspiring Journey to Forgiveness

Jennifer Berry Hawes, Karen Chilton

“In Grace Will Lead Us Home, Jennifer Berry
Hawes breathes poetry into tragedy to bring to life the epic
grief that haunted a nation’s moral imagination...If white
supremacy is ever to meet a death knell, this ringing
endorsement of fallen yet redeemable humanity will echo
loudly in our hearts.” — Michael Eric Dyson A deeply
moving work of narrative nonfiction on the tragic shootings
at the Mother Emanuel AME church in Charleston, South
Carolina.On June 17, 2015, twelve members of the
historically black Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South
Carolina welcomed a young white man to their evening
Bible study. He arrived with a pistol, 88 bullets, and hopes
of starting a race war. Dylann Roof’s massacre of nine
innocents during their closing prayer horrified the nation.
Two days later, some relatives of the dead stood at Roof’s
hearing and said, “I forgive you.” That grace offered the
country a hopeful ending to an awful story. But for the
survivors and victims’ families, the journey had just
begun.In Grace Will Lead Us Home, Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Jennifer Berry Hawes provides a definitive
account of the tragedy’s aftermath. With unprecedented
access to the grieving families and other key figures,
Hawes offers a nuanced and moving portrait of the events
and emotions that emerged in the massacre’s wake.The two
adult survivors of the shooting begin to make sense of their
lives again. Rifts form between some of the victims’ families
and the church. A group of relatives fights to end gun
violence, capturing the attention of President Obama. And a
city in the Deep South must confront its racist past. This is
the story of how, beyond the headlines, a community of
people begins to heal.An unforgettable and deeply human
portrait of grief, faith, and forgiveness, Grace Will Lead Us
Home is destined to be a classic in the finest tradition of
journalism.More praise for Grace Will Lead Us Home:The
great value of this book is that it tells the stories of the
survivors and victims’ families on their own terms, in all of
their humanity, while also showing us how Charleston's
tortured history of racism and gun violence came together
on that night in June.” — Gabrielle Union
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The Silver Swan : In Search of Doris Duke

Sallie Bingham

A bold portrait of Doris Duke, the defiant and
notorious tobacco heiress who was perhaps the greatest
modern woman philanthropist.“Don’t touch that girl, she’ll
burn your fingers,” the FBI director J. Edgar Hoover once
said about Doris Duke, the inheritor of James Buchanan
Duke’s billion-dollar tobacco fortune. During her life, she
would be blamed for scorching many, including her mother
(whom she sued) and various ex-lovers. She established
her first foundation when she was twenty-one; cultivated
friendships with the likes of Jackie Kennedy, Imelda Marcos,
and Michael Jackson; flaunted interracial relationships; and
adopted a thirty-two-year-old woman she believed to be the
reincarnation of her deceased daughter.Even though Duke
was the subject of constant scrutiny, little beyond the tabloid
accounts of her behavior has been publicly known. In 2012,
when eight hundred linear feet of her personal papers were
made available, Sallie Bingham set out to uncover the truth
of the tobacco heiress’s life. She found a spectacular
character forged in the Jazz Age who not only was an early
war correspondent but was also a surfer, an
environmentalist, a collector of Islamic art, and a
businesswoman who tripled her father’s fortune. This
spirited and perceptive biography dissects the stereotypes
that have defined Duke’s story while confronting those
disturbing questions that cleave to her legacy. The Silver
Swan chronicles one of the great under-explored lives of the
twentieth century and the very archetype of a modern
woman.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223029
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
May 21, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Reaper: Threat Zero: A Sniper Novel
The Reaper #2
Nicholas Irving, A J Tata

The next audiobook in the explosive new thriller
series by former special operations sniper and New York
Times bestselling author of The Reaper. A convoy of cars
carrying several family members of the President’s cabinet
to Camp David for “Family Day” is ambushed, killing and
wounding wives, husbands and children.Immediately in the
aftermath, Vick Harwood watches a Facebook live feed of
his former ranger buddy Sammie Samuelson’s apparent
suicide and confession in his Thurmont, Maryland
apartment, just one mile from Camp David. Remnants of a
firefight are in the background: sniper rifle, rocket launchers,
and ammunition. Simultaneously, an intruder breaks into
Harwood’s house.Harwood arrives in Thurman to investigate
the suicide and, with the help of his whip smart and
attractive neighbor, traces evidence left by Samuelson to a
transnational terrorist group.Meanwhile, the president wants
retribution, and will stop at nothing to get it. Harwood and
Stone aren't sure about his plan for revenge, but are forced
to exact the first step of his plan. With an unknown tracker
following them, the team journeys from Tehran to
Afghanistan to North Korea, Harwood struggling to balance
his order with his sense of right and wrong—without losing
his life in the process. It is a race to find Samuelson’s family,
as Harwood attempts to protect them while also clearing his
name.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223470
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
May 21, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The Scent Keeper: A Novel

Erica Bauermeister, Gabra Zackman

Erica Bauermeister, the national bestselling
author of The School of Essential Ingredients, presents a
moving and evocative coming-of-age audiobook about
childhood stories, families lost and found, and how a
fragrance conjures memories capable of shaping the course
of our lives. Emmeline lives an enchanted childhood on a
remote island with her father, who teaches her about the
natural world through her senses. What he won’t explain are
the mysterious scents stored in the drawers that line the
walls of their cabin, or the origin of the machine that creates
them. As Emmeline grows, however, so too does her
curiosity, until one day the unforeseen happens, and
Emmeline is vaulted out into the real world--a place of love,
betrayal, ambition, and revenge. To understand her past,
Emmeline must unlock the clues to her identity, a quest that
challenges the limits of her heart and imagination.Lyrical
and immersive, The Scent Keeper explores the provocative
beauty of scent, the way it can reveal hidden truths, lead us
to the person we seek, and even help us find our way back
home.

Macmillan Audio

9781250221179
CD Audio | $51.99

True Crime
Jun 11, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Kingdom of Lies: Unnerving Adventures in the
World of Cybercrime

Kate Fazzini, Khristine Hvam

"Kingdom of Lies is a brilliant and bold
debut, as full of suspense as the best crime thrillers.”
—Linda Fairstein, New York Times bestselling author
of Blood Oath In the tradition of Michael Lewis and
Tom Wolfe, a fascinating and frightening behind-the-
scenes look at the interconnected cultures of
hackers, security specialists, and law enforcement. A
19-year-old Romanian student stumbles into a
criminal ransomware ring in her village. Soon she is
extorting Silicon Valley billionaires for millions--
without knowing the first thing about computers.A
veteran cybersecurity specialist has built a deep
network of top notch hackers in one of the world’s
largest banks. But then the bank brings in a cadre of
ex-military personnel to “help.” A cynical Russian
only leaves his tiny New Jersey apartment to hack
sports cars at a high performance shop in Newark.
But he opens his door to a consultant who needs his
help. A hotel doorman in China once served in the
People’s Army, stealing intellectual property from
American companies. Now he uses his skills to build
up a private side-business selling the data he takes
from travelers to Shanghai’s commercial center.
Kingdom of Lies follows the intertwined stories of

Macmillan Audio

9781250223456
CD Audio | $59.99

Fiction
Jun 25, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Rules of Engagement: A Novel

David Bruns, J R Olson

A terrorist breach of the computer systems of the
three most powerful navies is about to set them on a
collision course for World War III.Rafiq Roshed is one of the
most wanted men in the world. A terrorist with a virulent
grudge against the West, he’s disappeared into North Korea
where he quietly launches cyber sneak attacks in service of
Kim Jong-un. But now he’s about to unleash his virtual
masterpiece—a computer virus that, once inserted into the
command systems of a military, not only takes over, but also
learns the art of war. First penetrating the Chinese, he has
their war machine launch a series of attacks on the U.S.
Pacific forces.Don Riley, head of U.S. Cyber Command,
discovers that not only have the Chinese lost control of their
military, but the same virus has infected the American
network. It’s only a matter of time before the U.S. loses
control of its own military. His secret weapon in this war is a
trio of supremely talented midshipman from the U.S. Naval
Academy, who uncover the infilitration, and are working to
track down the elusive terrorist.But time is running out.
China and Japan have lost control of their military and the
U.S. is in danger of doing the same. The weapons are hot
and the result is an ever-larger real-world conflict where
casualties continue to mount. The only remaining hope is to
find and stop the attack at its source—before time runs out.
Praise for Rules of Engagement:"A captivating and utterly
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The Method to the Madness : Donald Trump's
Ascent as Told by Those Who Were Hired, Fired,
Inspired--and Inaugurated

Allen Salkin, Aaron Short

A Rosetta Stone for understanding Donald
Trump's style, mindset, and every action, made up of
over one hundred interviews with his closest
associates over the last 15 years.To his critics,
Donald Trump is an impulsive, undisciplined crackpot
who accidentally lucked into the presidency. But in
The Method to the Madness, reporters Allen Salkin
and Aaron Short reveal that nothing could be further
from the truth. This objective, nonpartisan oral history
shows that Trump had carefully planned his bid for
the presidency since he launched what many
considered to be a joke candidacy in 1999.Between
2000 and 2015, when he announced his candidacy
in the lobby of Trump Tower, he was able to identify
an unserved political constituency, hone a
persuasive message that appealed to their needs,
and deliver it effectively, despite intense media
opposition.Through candid conversations with more
than 100 subjects close to the President, Salkin and
Short make the case that Donald Trump’s ostensibly
erratic approach to politics is consistent with his
carefully honed personal and professional style of
information gathering, opinion seed-planting, and
conclusion sharing. His business, media, and political
dealings from this era serve as a guide for
understanding the man, his mindset, and his every
action.The Method to the Madness is an accessible
and unbiased oral history that brings listeners into
the private rooms where decisions are made,
confidences are broken, strong words fly, and not all
eye-witnesses see the same scene in quite the same
way.

Macmillan Audio

9781250221964
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
Jun 11, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Honestly, We Meant Well: A Novel

Grant Ginder

“This rollicking book has it all: sex, lies, and
scenery. Grant Ginder weaves a wonderful, engrossing
multi-generational family story, with the Greek isles as a
backdrop so beautiful that the reader will want to dive in.” —
Emma Straub, New York Times bestselling author of The
Vacationers and Modern Lovers An irresistible, deftly
observed audiobook about family, regret, and vacation by
the author of The People We Hate at the Wedding.The
Wright family is in ruins. Sue Ellen Wright has what she
thinks is a close-to-perfect life. A terrific career as a Classics
professor, a loving husband, and a son who is just about to
safely leave the nest.But then disaster strikes. She learns
that her husband is cheating, and that her son has made a
complete mess of his life. So, when the opportunity to take
her family to a Greek island for a month presents itself, she
jumps at the chance. This sunlit Aegean paradise, with its
mountains and beaches is, after all, where she first fell in
love with both a man and with an ancient culture. Perhaps
Sue Ellen’s past will provide the key to her and her family’s
salvation.With his signature style of biting wit, hilarious
characters, and deep emotion, Grant Ginder’s Honestly, We
Meant Well is a funny, brilliant audiobook proving that with
family, drama always comes with comedy.

Macmillan Audio

9781250222442
CD Audio | $66.99

Fiction
Aug 20, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The Murder List

Hank Phillippi Ryan

The Murder List is a new standalone suspense
novel in the tradition of Lisa Scottoline and B. A. Paris from
award-winning author and reporter Hank Phillippi Ryan. "An
exhilarating thrill ride that keeps you turning pages...Ryan
deftly delivers a denouement as shocking as it is
satisfying."--Liv Constantine, bestselling author of The Last
Mrs. Parrish and The Last Time I Saw YouLaw student
Rachel North will tell you, without hesitation, what she
knows to be true. She's smart, she’s a hard worker, she
does the right thing, she’s successfully married to a faithful
and devoted husband, a lion of Boston's defense bar, and
her internship with the Boston DA's office is her ticket to a
successful future. Problem is--she’s wrong. And in this cat
and mouse game--the battle for justice becomes a battle for
survival.

Macmillan Audio

9781250222466
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
Jul 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Midnight at the Blackbird Cafe

Heather Webber, Bethany Lind, Nicholas Techosky

Heather Webber's Midnight at the Blackbird Cafe
is a captivating blend of magical realism, heartwarming
romance, and small-town Southern charm.Nestled in the
mountain shadows of Alabama lies the little town of
Wicklow. It is here that Anna Kate has returned to bury her
beloved Granny Zee, owner of the Blackbird Café.It was
supposed to be a quick trip to close the café and settle her
grandmother’s estate, but despite her best intentions to
avoid forming ties or even getting to know her father’s side of
the family, Anna Kate finds herself inexplicably drawn to the
quirky Southern town her mother ran away from so many
years ago, and the mysterious blackbird pie everybody can’t
stop talking about.As the truth about her past slowly
becomes clear, Anna Kate will need to decide if this lone
blackbird will finally be able to take her broken wings and
fly.

Macmillan Audio

9781250222480
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
Sep 17, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Hudson's Kill

Paddy Hirsch

Set in 1803 New York, Hudson's Kill is the riveting
next historical thriller from NPR reporter and producer
Paddy Hirsch.New York in 1803 is rife with tension as the
city expands, and whoever knows where the city will build
can control it. And violence builds as a mysterious
provocateur pits the city’s black and Irish gangs against
each other. When a young black girl is found stabbed to
death, both Justy Flanagan, now a City Marshal, and Kerry
O’Toole, now a school teacher, decide separately to go
after the killer. They each find their way to a shadowy
community on the fringes of the growing city, where they
uncover a craven political conspiracy bound up with a
criminal enterprise that is stunning in its depravity.Justy and
Kerry have to fight to save themselves and the city, and
only then can they bring the girl’s killer to justice.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223043
CD Audio | $45.50

Fiction
Aug 6, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Hunter's Moon: A Novel in Stories

Philip Caputo

From the author of A Rumor of War, The Longest
Road, and Some Rise By Sin, a captivating mosaic of
stories set in a small town where no act is private and the
past is never really past.Hunter’s Moon is set in Michigan’s
wild, starkly beautiful Upper Peninsula, where a cast of
recurring characters move into and out of each other’s lives,
building friendships, facing loss, confronting violence, trying
to bury the past or seeking to unearth it. Once-a-year lovers,
old high-school buddies on a hunting trip, a college
professor and his wayward son, a middle-aged man and his
grief-stricken father, come together, break apart, and, if
they’re fortunate, find a way forward. Hunter’s Moon offers
an engaging, insightful look at everyday lives but also a
fresh perspective on the way men navigate in today’s world.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223319
CD Audio | $90.99

Fiction
Dec 10, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Hollow Empire: A Poison War Novel
The Poison Wars #2
Sam Hawke

Moving from poison and treachery to war and
witchcraft, Sam Hawke's Poison Wars continue with Hollow
Empire, a fabulous epic fantasy adventure perfect for fans
of Robin Hobb, Naomi Novik, and Scott Lynch. Poison was
only the beginning. The deadly siege of Silasta woke the
ancient spirits, and now the city-state must find its place in
this new world of magic. But people and politics are always
treacherous, and it will take all of Jovan and Kalina's skills
as proofer and spy to save their country when witches and
assassins turn their sights to domination.
Macmillan Audio

9781250223340
CD Audio | $80.50

Fiction
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

A Chain Across the Dawn
The Universe After #2
Drew Williams, Brittany Pressley

Drew Williams continues the Universe After series
with A Chain Across the Dawn, an epic space opera chase
across the galaxy with witty banter, fantastical planets, and
a seemingly unbeatable foe."The only thing more fun than a
bonkers space battle is a whole book packed with bonkers
space battles. Come for the exploding spaceships, stay for
the intriguing universe."--Becky Chambers, on The Stars
Now UnclaimedIt's been three years since Esa joined the
ranks of the Justified after her rescue from the Pax by
Justified agent Jane Kamali. Together, Esa and Jane travel
from planet to Pulse-ravaged planet, searching for other
children with Esa's supernatural abilities. It's hard work, but
Esa has never felt more assured of her place in the
universe. On a visit to a planet so remote that its inhabitants
never learned that the Sect Wars ended over a hundred
years ago, they learn that the Justified are not the only
people searching for gifted children. There is a creature with
unexpected powers who will stop at nothing to get its hands
on the children that Esa and Jane are trying to rescue.With
their latest recruit in tow--a young Wulf child named Sho--
Esa and Jane will travel halfway across the galaxy in pursuit
of answers. But the answers only lead to more questions,
and the danger will only increase as they chase their
strange nemesis, determined to learn the purpose of his
violent mission.
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Warrior's Creed: A Life of Preparing for and Facing the
Impossible

Roger Sparks, Don Rearden

The riveting story of how a boy raised amidst a
biker gang became an elite Marine and pararescue warrior.
“Absence of self is my sword” comprises the final line in “The
Warrior’s Creed,” a 14th-century poem written by an
unknown Japanese Samurai. This is the code Master
Sergeant Roger Sparks embodied as a Marine-turned-
Alaskan Pararescueman. A living legend in the military,
Sparks first made a name for himself in the elite Marine
Force Reconnaissance. He went on to become an
instructor, training future reconnaissance marines with
unorthodox and ancient indigenous warrior instruction. A
decade later, the same methods would earn him a Silver
Star, and keep him alive, when he hoisted into a maelstrom
of violence to rescue an embattled platoon of Rangers and
CIA operatives in the rugged mountains of eastern
Afghanistan. Born into the tough code of honor, family and
brotherhood of a notorious bike gang, Roger Sparks rose
from the streets of Dallas to become a distinguished
instructor in Marine Force Recon and a Silver Star recipient
as a Master Sergeant for the Alaska 212th Pararescue. A
raw and exhilarating tale of guts, grit, and heart, Warrior's
Creed recounts spine-crushing special operations trainings,
heroic and heartbreaking Alaskan wilderness rescues, and
the deadly and daring rescue in the rugged Watapur Valley
in Afghanistan.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223432
CD Audio | $59.99

Fiction
Aug 27, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The Extinction Agenda

Michael Laurence, Christian Rummel

An FBI agent fights to stop a conspiracy to
unleash a deadly virus on the world in this propulsive,
exhilarating new thriller by Michael Laurence.We’re fighting
a war, whether we choose to admit it or not. A war for
survival. A war we may have already lost.While searching
for the man who killed his partner and his wife, FBI Special
Agent James Mason uncovers a shadow organization on
the brink of enacting its genocidal agenda and a sinister
mass murderer who’s been photographed at the epicenter
of every historical pandemic since the outbreak of the
Spanish Flu in 1918—without appearing to age.Mason’s
quest for answers takes him from the criminal underbelly of
America to its untouchable elite, from a dark union at the
turn of the last century to a network of Nazi collaborators
and a plot for global financial domination. Aided by his
longtime friends Gunnar Backstrom—a corporate espionage
gun-for-hire—and Ramses Donovan—a sin merchant of
questionable morality—Mason uncovers a conspiracy
against mankind more than a century in the making. A
conspiracy to unleash a deadly virus and make a killing in
the process.Can Mason's small team bring down a
seemingly unbeatable shadow empire that's rooted in every
facet of our society, or does its influence run too deep?The
Extinction Agenda is the first audiobook in a new
series.Praise for The Extinction Agenda: "Michael
Lawrence’s blistering debut, The Extinction Agenda, is an
exciting, bold, and dynamic thriller! The stakes are
impossibly high, the action and suspense is non-stop, and
the characters are vibrant and memorable." —Mark
Greaney, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Mission
Critical"If you love conspiracy theories (and who doesn't?),
The Extinction Agenda revolves around a doozy. Michael
Laurence has concocted a mind-bending thriller that chills
to the bone because it's all too plausible." —F. Paul Wilson,
New York Times bestselling author “Michael Laurence
explodes into the world of weird science thrillers with The
Extinction Agenda. Devious, dangerous and full of twists.
Highly recommended!” —Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author of Deep Silence and V-Wars

Macmillan Audio

9781250223555
CD Audio | $42.99
Political Science

May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Kissinger on Kissinger : Reflections on Diplomacy, Grand
Strategy, and Leadership

Winston Lord, Henry Kissinger

In a series of riveting interviews, America's senior
statesman discusses the challenges of directing foreign
policy during times of great global tension.As National
Security Advisor to Richard Nixon, Henry Kissinger
transformed America's approach to diplomacy with China,
the USSR, Vietnam, and the Middle East, laying the
foundations for geopolitics as we know them today.Nearly
fifty years later, escalating tensions between the US, China,
and Russia are threatening a swift return to the same
diplomatic game of tug-of-war that Kissinger played so
masterfully. Kissinger on Kissinger is a series of faithfully
transcribed interviews conducted by the elder statesman's
longtime associate, Winston Lord, which captures
Kissinger's thoughts on the specific challenges that he
faced during his tenure as NSA, his general advice on
leadership and international relations, and stunning portraits
of the larger-than-life world leaders of the era. The result is
a frank and well-informed overview of US foreign policy in
the first half of the 70s—essential listening for anyone
hoping to understand tomorrow's global challenges.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223579
CD Audio | $51.99

Family & Relationships
Jun 11, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

I Love You, but I Hate Your Politics : How to Protect
Your Intimate Relationships in a Poisonous Partisan
World

Jeanne Safer

Since the election of Donald J. Trump,
political differences have been ravaging our personal
relationships like never before. This already
widespread phenomenon will continue to grow unless
we can learn to fight it. Drawing from fifty interviews
with politically-mixed couples and her own
experiences as a die-hard liberal happily married to a
stalwart conservative, Dr. Jeanne Safer offers us a
path forward in this practical guide to maintaining
intimate relationships in our increasingly divided
world.The audiobook is part relationship guide, part
anthropological study, and it's sure to educate and
entertain anyone who has felt the strain of political
differences on their personal relationships. No matter
which side of the fence you're on, Dr. Safer offers
frank, practical advice for salvaging and
strengthening your bonds with your loved ones. I
Love You But I Hate Your Politics is required listening
for any politically-minded friend, relative, or significant
other in the Trump era.

Macmillan Audio

9781250225559
CD Audio | $103.99

History
May 14, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The British Are Coming: The War for America,
Lexington to Princeton, 1775-1777
The Revolution Trilogy #1
Rick Atkinson, George Newbern

From the bestselling author of the
Liberation Trilogy comes the extraordinary first
volume of his new trilogy about the American
Revolution.Rick Atkinson, author of the Pulitzer Prize-
winning An Army at Dawn and two other superb
books about World War II, has long been admired for
his deeply researched, stunningly vivid narrative
histories. Now he turns his attention to a new war,
and in the initial volume of the Revolution Trilogy he
recounts the first twenty-one months of America’s
violent war for independence. From the battles at
Lexington and Concord in spring 1775 to those at
Trenton and Princeton in winter 1777, American
militiamen and then the ragged Continental Army
take on the world’s most formidable fighting force. It
is a gripping saga alive with astonishing characters:
Henry Knox, the former bookseller with an uncanny
understanding of artillery; Nathanael Greene, the
blue-eyed bumpkin who becomes a brilliant battle
captain; Benjamin Franklin, the self-made man who
proves to be the wiliest of diplomats; George
Washington, the commander in chief who learns the
difficult art of leadership when the war seems all but
lost. The story is also told from the British
perspective, making the mortal conflict between the
redcoats and the rebels all the more compelling.Full
of riveting details and untold stories, The British Are
Coming is a tale of heroes and knaves, of sacrifice
and blunder, of redemption and profound suffering.
Rick Atkinson has given stirring new life to the first
act of our country’s creation drama.

Macmillan Audio

9781250232182
CD Audio | $44.99
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Beowulf: A New Translation

Maria Dahvana Headley

A new, feminist translation of Beowulf by the
author of the much-buzzed-about novel The Mere
Wife.Nearly twenty years after Seamus Heaney’s translation
of Beowulf—and fifty years after the translation that
continues to torment high-school students around the world
—there is a radical new verse translation of the epic poem
by Maria Dahvana Headley, which brings to light elements
that have never before been translated into English,
recontextualizing the binary narrative of monsters and
heroes into a tale in which the two categories often entwine,
justice is rarely served, and dragons live among us. A man
seeks to prove himself as a hero. A monster seeks silence
in his territory. A warrior seeks to avenge her murdered son.
A dragon ends it all. The familiar elements of the epic poem
are seen with a novelist’s eye toward gender, genre, and
history—Beowulf has always been a tale of entitlement and
encroachment, powerful men seeking to become more
powerful, and one woman seeking justice for her child, but
this version brings new context to an old story. While
crafting her contemporary adaptation of Beowulf, Headley
unearthed significant shifts lost over centuries of translation.

Macmillan Audio

9781250233240
CD Audio | $31.50

Body, Mind &
Spirit

Aug 13, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Meditation: The Simple and Practical Way to Begin
Meditating (A Start Here Guide)
A Start Here Guide
Rev Patrick Harbula

Meditation is an ancient practice that has brought
peace and clarity to people from every time, culture, and
place. Its benefits —a sense of calm, greater knowledge of
self, better health—are as appealing to the modern world as
they were to the ancient. In this beginner’s guide to
meditation, author Patrick Harbula provides listeners with
everything they need to know in order to experience deep
meditation. Listeners will learn: - The history of meditation,
both Eastern and Western- The benefits of meditation for
the mind, body, and spirit- Different forms of meditation
practice- Supportive practices to enhance the benefits of
meditation in daily living.- Simple ways to begin meditation
immediately, and more...In addition, listeners will also find
simple techniques to deepen the meditation path for more
experienced meditators. Meditation demystifies the often
times intimidating world of meditation, providing the perfect
starting point for anyone looking to cultivate a sense of
peace in their life.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223982
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
Jun 11, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The Disappearance of Alistair Ainsworth : A
Daughter of Sherlock Holmes Mystery
The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes Mysteries #3
Leonard Goldberg, Steve West

In the third audiobook of this critically-
acclaimed series, Sherlock Holmes' daughter faces a
new unsolvable mystery with spies and a threat to the
crown. Joanna and the Watsons receive an
unexpected visitor to 221b Baker Street during a
nocturnal storm. A rain-drenched Dr. Alexander
Verner arrives with a most harrowing tale.Verner has
just returned from an unsettling trip to see a patient
who he believes is being held against his will. Joanna
quickly realizes that Verner's patient is a high-ranking
Englishman who the Germans have taken captive to
pry vital information about England’s military
strategies for the Great War. The man is revealed to
be Alistair Ainsworth, a cryptographer involved in the
highest level of national security.The police are
frantic to find Ainsworth before the Germans can use
him to decode all of England’s undeciphered
messages. Ainsworth must be found at all costs and
Joanna and the Watsons might be the only ones who
can connect the clues to find him.USA Today
bestselling author Leonard Goldberg returns with
another puzzling case for the daughter of Sherlock
Holmes to unravel in this exciting mystery sure to be
enjoyed by fans of Sherlock Holmes.

Macmillan Audio
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9781250224002
CD Audio | $66.99

Fiction
May 21, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

The Island: A Thriller
The Hulda
Ragnar Jonasson, Amanda Redman

“Dark, chilling and utterly gripping, The Island is
Nordic noir at its best, and is destined to become a classic
of the genre.” — Shari Lapena, New York Times bestselling
author of An Unwanted GuestThe newest superstar on the
Icelandic crime fiction scene has arrived with a superb
followup to The Darkness. Shortlisted for the Crime Novel of
the Year Award in IcelandThird Place, Novel of the Year
Award 2016 in Iceland, selected by booksellersOne of the
bestselling novels in Iceland in 2016Autumn of 1987 takes a
young couple on a romantic trip in the Westfjords holiday—
a trip that gets an unexpected ending and has catastrophic
consequences.Ten years later a small group of friends go
for a weekend in an old hunting lodge in Elliðaey. A place
completely cut off from the outside world, to reconnect. But
one of them isn't going to make it make alive. And Detective
Inspector Hulda Hermannsdóttir is determined to find the
truth in the darkness.Ragnar Jonasson burst onto the
American scene with Snowblind and Nightblind, the first two
novels in the Ari Thor thriller series, and the praise was
overwhelming. With The Darkness, he launched a new
series featuring a completely new sleuth, Detective
Inspector Hulda Hermannsdottir of the Reykjavik Police
department. The Island is the second audiobook in this
series.

Macmillan Audio

9781250221384
CD Audio | $59.99

Fiction
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

A Stranger on the Beach : A Novel

Michele Campbell, January LaVoy

From the bestselling author of It's Always
the Husband comes a novel about a love triangle
that begins on a fateful night... There is a stranger
outside Caroline's house. Her spectacular new beach
house, built for hosting expensive parties and
vacationing with the family she thought she'd have.
But her husband is lying to her and everything in her
life is upside down, so when the stranger, Aiden,
shows up as a bartender at the same party where
Caroline and her husband have a very public fight, it
doesn't seem like anything out of the ordinary.As her
marriage collapses around her and the lavish lifestyle
she's built for herself starts to crumble, Caroline turns
to Aiden for comfort...and revenge. After a brief and
desperate fling that means nothing to Caroline and
everything to him, Aiden's obsession with Caroline,
her family, and her house grows more and more
disturbing. And when Caroline's husband goes
missing, her life descends into a nightmare that
leaves her accused of her own husband's murder. A
Stranger on the Beach is Strangers on a Train meets
Fatal Attraction in Michele Campbell's edge-of your-
seat story of passion and intrigue.

Macmillan Audio

9781250223494
CD Audio | $60.99

Fiction
Jul 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Bethlehem: A Novel

Karen Kelly, Christina Delaine

With the writing chops of Ian McEwan and the
story-craft of Lisa Wingate, Karen Kelly weaves a shattering
debut about two intertwined families and the secrets that
they buried during the gilded, glory days of Bethlehem,
PA.“A haunting debut.” —Georgia Hunter, New York Times
bestselling author of We Were the Lucky Ones“Karen Kelly
is the real deal.” —Mark Sullivan, New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author of Beneath a Scarlet SkyA young
woman arrives at the grand ancestral home of her
husband’s family, hoping to fortify her cracking marriage. But
what she finds is not what she expected: tragedy haunts the
hallways, whispering of heartache and a past she never
knew existed.Inspired by the true titans of the steel-boom
era, Bethlehem is a story of temptation and regret, a story of
secrets and the cost of keeping them, a story of
forgiveness. It is the story of two complex women—thrown
together in the name of family—who, in coming to
understand each other, come finally to understand
themselves.

Macmillan Audio

9781250224026
CD Audio | $58.99

Fiction
Jul 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Buried
Agent Sayer Altair #2
Ellison Cooper

In Ellison Cooper’s suspense thriller Buried, an
FBI neuroscientist is on the trail of a serial killer who’s
turned up the heat on a cold case…Senior Special Agent
Sayer Altair studies the minds of psychopaths. But even she
didn't expect to uncover a killer within the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Rooting him out and exposing internal
corruption got her a bullet wound and six months of desk
duty. Now, she’s finally back in the field, called in when an
off-duty FBI agent and his cadaver dog fall into a sinkhole
filled with human bones.Found deep in Virginia’s
Shenandoah National Park, the skeletal remains date back
almost two decades, the same time a beloved local teen
disappeared. The cold case quickly heats up when Sayer's
team finds two fresh corpses among the bones. When a
gruesome clue ties these new bodies to a woman recently
kidnapped along with her young daughter, Sayer has to
uncover the connection between the old bones and the new
bodies before the mother and child become the next
victims.But the killer is one step ahead, attacking her team
and sabotaging their efforts. With Sayer's investigation
compromised and unsure of who to trust, she receives
unwanted help from Subject 037, one of the anonymous
psychopaths she is currently studying. She has the chilling
realization that he’s someone powerful in Washington D.C.
—and he is not about to let a mundane serial killer
jeopardize his own ominous agenda for Sayer…

Macmillan Audio
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